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Title Determine a concise title encapsulating the project's essence and goals.

Background
Summarize the project's/company's context, considering its history, market, competition, 

and the necessity of the project.

Objective Identify the main project goals and their potential impact on the audience.

Audience Define the target audience based on their characteristics, preferences, and needs.

Message Develop a unique core message or value proposition for the audience to remember.

Scope Identify required assets and channels for the project's deliverables/components.

Style Define a tone and style that will resonate with the target audience.

Unique Selling Points Identify key differentiators of the product/service making it stand out.

Mandatory Elements Include any required elements like branding guidelines or legal requirements.

Budget & Resources Detail the budget and resources, keeping any constraints or limitations in mind.

Timeline & Deadlines Establish key project milestones, interim deadlines, and the completion date.



Title Mommy Influencers for Tiny Comforts Campaign

Background

Baby and toddler clothing brand "Tiny Comforts" is launching a new line of simple, comfortable, and 

sustainable clothing staples for young children. To reach their target audience, the brand wants to 

partner with influential mothers on social media.

Objective
Identify and collaborate with influential mothers to promote the new "Tiny Comforts" clothing line, 

increase brand awareness among the target audience, and drive sales.

Audience
Mothers aged 25-40, who value sustainability, comfort, and minimalist design in children's clothing, 

and are active on social media platforms (e.g., Instagram, TikTok, and YouTube).

Message
Discover the ultimate comfort and sustainability for your little ones with Tiny Comforts – a clothing 

line designed for modern moms who care about the environment and their children's well-being.

Scope
Influencer identification, outreach, collaboration agreements, content guidelines, tracking and 

reporting of influencer campaign performance.

Style
Authentic, relatable, and family-focused. Share personal experiences and emphasize the emotional 

connection between parents and their children.

Unique Selling 

Points

Sustainable materials, minimalist design, comfort-focused, easy-care, and versatile clothing pieces 

that grow with your child.

Mandatory Elements
Company logo, "Tiny Comforts" tagline, "Eco-friendly materials" badge, and unique tracking URLs 

or promo codes for each influencer.

Budget & Resources
Budget: $15,000 (includes influencer fees, product samples, and additional marketing expenses); 

Resources: marketing team, influencer partnerships, and social media platforms.

Timeline & Deadlines
Influencer identification and outreach: 2 weeks; Content creation and collaboration: 1 month; 

Campaign launch: Month 2; Campaign duration: 3 months.



Generate 10 creative ideas based on the 

creative brief I have pasted below. For each 

concept, provide a headline, a brief 

description, and a prompt to use with an 

image generator to develop a visual 

representation of the ideas. Please present 

the concepts in a table format.

Table is below [insert table]











Below are a set of ideas based off the 

creative brief which has been outlined 

below. These have been ranked by key 

factors with key feedback to determine the 

idea's overall strength: [insert feedback 

table]. For context, these ideas were built 

off the following creative brief: [insert brief]. 

Based on the feedback and brief, I'd like for 

you to suggest 10 new creative ideas. For 

each concept, provide a headline, a brief 

description, and the reason why this ideas 

was suggested based on the feedback. 

Include the campaign ideas it builds off of in 

the column which includes the reason. 

Present the concepts in a table format.



Below are a set of ideas based off the creative brief 

which has been outlined below. These have been ranked 

by key factors with key feedback to determine the idea's 

overall strength: [insert feedback table]. For context, 

these ideas were built off the following creative brief: 

[insert brief].Based on the feedback and brief, I'd like for 

you to break down a set of succinct bullet point learnings, 

structured as a set of do's and don'ts for my creative 

team. Within this list, site specific examples and feedback 

from the brief and feedback document.



• Blend Ideas: Encourage team members to blend aspects of different concepts to 

create fresh, innovative ideas. By merging various elements from AI generated ideas, 

you might arrive at a unique, powerful concept.

• Embrace Feedback Loops: Establish a system for regular feedback and revision 

during the ideation phase. This encourages a culture of continuous improvement and 

allows for fine-tuning of ideas based on both human and AI inputs.

• Build from Previous Learnings: Give ChatGPT further context by including ideas 

and learnings from previous campaigns. Use the provided process and prompts as a 

basis for this process but fine tune it to what works for you.

• Save Feedback for Future Campaigns: Save feedback documents and learnings 

(such as the list of Do’s and Don’ts) to contextualize future creative briefs and 

brainstorming sessions
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